
 

         STIPENDIARY STEWARD’S REPORT     

 

MEETING DETAILS: 
Club: Taranaki Thoroughbred 
Racing 

Date Tuesday 27 

December 2011 
 

Weather:  Fine Track: Good 3, downgraded 
after Race 1 to Dead 4 

Rail:  Out 8m 

Stewards:  R Neal (Chairman), N Goodwin and W Robinson  

Typist:  K Smart 

 

GENERAL: 

Due to an administrative error A Forbes was inadvertently advertised as the rider of END OF 
THE LINE in Race 8, when this should have been M Tanaka.  

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: POROTENE TEKEELA, GREEN WINGS, SIR ELMO, WINSLET, JUSTA 

BELT, SHARKI BRAHMA, CAVESTANI, CITYCENTA, ANNA KARENINA 

Suspensions: R5- L Allpress - Rule 638(1)(d) Suspended 3rd – 11th January 2012 
(Inclusive) 

Fines: R7- H Tinsley- Rule 330(3)(c)- $100 – (overweight) 

Warnings:  

Horse Actions:  

Bleeders:  

Medical Certificates:  

Rider Changes: R7 K Myers for H Tinsley on MERINDA (overweight) 

Late Scratchings: R6 MENDEAN late scratching at the barrier. (3.27pm) 

 

RACE COMMENTS: 
Race 1 BOOF FLEMING MEMORIAL 3YO MDN 

O’TIGER reared at the start and lost ground.  ATHENRY began awkwardly and bumped with 
BRISHKA losing ground.  UNCLE RED WING made the first bend awkwardly.  BRISHKA 
shifted out near the winning post on the first occasion and bumped with DEVILISH.  GOLD 
WAGON shifted in approaching the 200m and bumped with MEDIEVAL.    
When questioned regarding the run of DEVILISH rider S Collett advised that the filly was 
unsuited to the slow pace throughout. Apprentice K Scallan the rider of POROTENE 
TEKEELA was reminded of her obligation to ride her mount out fully when circumstances 
permit.  Following the running of Race 1 the track was downgraded to Dead 4.  
 

Race 2 KD & PJ LANDRIGAN 2YO 

GREEN WINGS jumped out abruptly at the start.  MISS ENDERS was slow away.  LUMIERE 
BLUE bumped with HOGWARTS EXPRESS at the start. HOWDOUBE hung outwards rounding 
the turn.  
 

Race 3 SEATON PARK 2YO 



LOVES THE SHOW jumped inwards at the start and bumped HARVATI which became 
unbalanced.  PARVATI over-raced in the early stages and had to be steadied going into the 
first turn and in doing so shifted out to avoid the heels of MELS EVIE causing tightening to 
LOVES THE SHOW.  PARVATI continued to over race for the remainder and prior to entering 
the home straight was held and near the 300m had to be taken wide to improve.   BIG 
ROCKET changed stride becoming momentarily unbalanced passing the 200m.   
 

Race 4 FARMLANDS MDN F&M 

RESCUE ME was slow away and a short distance further on had to steady off heels when 
racing keenly.  DAYESS blundered on jumping however recovered quickly.  MOLLY ROSE 
raced keenly in the run through the back straight and passing the 900m bumped with 
BUZZBAR.  WINSLET lay out rounding the home turn and entering the home straight. 
shifted out bumped with AR REALTA.  When questioned regarding the run of DAYESS rider S 
Collett could offer no excuses.    
 

Race 5 DAVE & EDDIE MDN 

KASHMIR KID jumped outwards at the start and bumped with MARIE’S BOY.  MR ALIBI was 
slow away.  L Allpress the rider of JUSTA BELT defended a charge of careless riding under 
Rule 638 (1) (d) in that rounding the final turn she allowed her mount to shift ground 
outwards causing interference to COOL SPUR (S Doyle), DASHING THUNDER (M Wenn), 
SHARKI BRAHMA (K Myers) and KASHMIR KID (E Lloyd).  After consideration the JCA upheld 
the charge and suspended Mrs Allpress’s licence to ride in races from the conclusion of 
racing on Monday 2nd January up to and including the conclusion of racing on Wednesday 
11th Jan 2012.   
TINNAKOTU gave ground passing the 800m and finished the race some distance behind the 
field.  A post race veterinary examination revealed the colt to be displaying cardiac 
arrhythmia.  Trainer J Wheeler was advised TINNAKOTU will be required to trial and he will 
have to furnish a veterinary clearance, including an ECG examination, prior to it next racing.  
 

Race 6 GUSTO RESTAURANT MDN 

MENDEAN was a late scratching prior to the start after blood was detected in a nostril.  A 
subsequent veterinary examination revealed a laceration to the inside of a nostril.   
JUST LIKE NO OTHER jumped awkwardly and bumped with RAMPANT EXCUSE for a short 
distance at the start resulting in both runners being slow away.  BARTY BOY was slow away.  
CAVESTANI and FAIR SCRIPT bumped a short distance after the start.  COURT A SNEEK 
raced keenly in the early and middle stages.  When questioned into the run of COURT A 
SNEEK, which disappointed finishing well back, rider V Johnston could offer no excuse.  
 

Race 7 HD HICKMAN TRANSPORT LTD 1400 

H Tinsley admitted a breach under Rule 330(3) (c) after he was unable to make the required 
weight for MERINDA.  H Tinsley was fined $100.00 and replaced by K Myers.  
CITYCENTA jumped inwards at the start and bumped with MASSIVE NIGHT.  VOLGUS was 
obliged to make its run three wide rounding the turn. 
MASSIVE NIGHT was held up for some distance behind the leader in the home straight 
before gaining clear running near the 200m.   
 

Race 8 TARANAKI DAILY NEWS 2000 

ONE NOUGHT SHORT raced wide rounding the first turn.  HANDS UP raced wide from 
1200m.  ANNA KARENINA was held up passing the 400m until near 250m.   
KYLEMORE ABBEY was held up rounding the turn and was unable to find clear running until 
passing the 100m.   



 

 


